1st snow means crash, bang, shiver

The first taste of winter prompts car crashes and winter reminders from city officials.

By BY MIKE WRIGHT

Tuesday’s light snowfall was enough to cause 36 reported car crashes on the morning commute into Iowa City.

Yet Iowa City police Sgt. Denise Braithwaite said such an influx of accidents is common with the first snow of the winter.

“The biggest thing [to remember] is to slow down,” she said.

The majority of Tuesday’s snowfall made off the city’s roads during the day, allowing for easier driving in the evening hours. But it still reminded many Iowa City residents of the powder showers following the heavy snowfall in February when the University of Iowa campus was blanketed with more than a foot of snow.

Carol Sweeting, the information coordinator for Iowa City government at the end of administration.

One of the department’s priorities was to improve public inspection of city government data through access to the city’s database.

The city government’s data was then made available through the Open Data Initiative, which allows the public to access and download data from the city government’s databases.

The initiative also aimed to make the city’s data more accessible to researchers, businesses, and members of the public.

By MIKE WRIGHT

Regenia Bailey will complete her fourth year as a city councilor at the end of the month.

She served as the mayor of Iowa City for her first four years and was elected to a second term in 2008.

Regenia Bailey said she feels she accomplished much throughout her involvement with the city government.

“I’ve been very happy,” she said.

“I’ve enjoyed my time in office,” she said.

“I feel very fortunate to be a part of something that is good for the community,” she said.

“I feel very proud of the work we’ve done,” she said.

By MIKE WRIGHT

City Councilor Mike Wright will end his work in the Iowa City government at the end of this year.

As a new councilor takes their seats in January, “Being on the council has been a bit of a learning curve,” he said.

Wright said he would serve as an at-large representative.

“In the next 10 years, we will be better,” he said.

Wright also served on the Joint Emergency Communications Center panel.

He said he was proud of many accomplishments during his time on council, such as working with the Fire Department, adding offices to the Police Department, and recovering from the Flood.

During his time, he also saw the addition of a new city manager.

“I’m going to relax and read books that I haven’t had a chance to read for four years and vacation,” he said.

By MIKE WRIGHT

A press release from the Office of the Governor indicated that Branstad signed legislation restricting sabbaticals — which the university’s policy usually requires for professors to take a year off from teaching.

The legislation, which was signed into law on June 30, 2012, limits the amount of sabbaticals that professors can take and require them to have a rigorous review process.

“Sabbaticals are an important component of our compensation package,” the university’s provost said.

“By limiting the number of sabbaticals that can be taken, we are able to ensure that our faculty members continue to be committed to teaching and research,” he said.

By MIKE WRIGHT

By Regenia Bailey
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John Millar has worked in the retail and real-estate market for the past 40 years.
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Man charged with assault

Iowa City may have charged the man after he was allegedly involved in another incident earlier this month. According to the Iowa City police, Henke was charged after officers responded to the downtown on Nov. 5. The complaint stated the victim believed he had been punched several times and knocked down by Henke. The complaint said the victim suffered several small cuts and bruises to his face as well as a broken leg from the alleged assault. Henke was charged with assault

Victim of alleged assault

The complaint alleged that Henke was hit for a broken car window and was in the process of being arrested.

Council clears way for School District property sale

The Iowa City School City Council voted to declare interest in the Iowa City School District’s property at 509 S. Dubuque St. at a meeting Tuesday. The city district is selling the property to the University of Iowa, and it has notified its main office to the former Pres- sion Building, 1205 N. Ridge St. The public hearing and the vote were held to clarify a title dispute from the founder of responsibility and authority for operating schools from Iowa City school officials to the School District in 1935.

By Annemarie Olszewski

Council OKs Ur奥林匹克 as liaison

The Iowa City School City Council voted to approve the appoint- ment of Matthew Uttermark as the University of Iowa Student Government student liaison in a vote Tuesday. Uttermark will serve as the liaison for the school’s student council. The school will be the next to meet the University of Iowa Student Government student liaison in a vote Tuesday. Uttermark will serve as the liaison for the school’s student council.

By Annemarie Olszewski

Hundreds pray for “nation in crisis”

CEBAP RAPIDS – Hundreds of people gathered in Cedar Rapids on Tuesday night to hear speakers and pray for a better America.

The crowds joined at the River Life Ministries for the event called “The Response – a call to prayer for a nation in crisis.”

The event featured a similar gathering last August in Texas. Sen. Eric Ran Brown, a Republican presidential candidate from California, attended that event, but his candidates were on hard of the Cedar Rapids event.

Cedar Rapids, the director of the campaign, had the Iowa Republican Party. The meeting was held in Iowa because of the attention of the state’s presidential and caucuses. The group will hold its next event in South Carolina, another early-voting state, followed by Florida.

“We’re glad to have the Metropolitan of the fact that the eyes of the nation are on Iowa, because of the political reasons,” said Calvados.

Calvados said some of those who attended said they hoped their religious faith could help the nation deal with its myriad problems. Some said prayer is the answer.

“There is a crisis in America. The solutions aren’t going to be found politically,” said Calvados.

The services were held at the River Life Ministries attended by the crowd, but no candidates were on hard of the Cedar Rapids event.

Cedar Rapids, the director of the campaign, had the Iowa Republican Party. The meeting was held in Iowa because of the attention of the state’s presidential and caucuses. The group will hold its next event in South Carolina, another early-voting state, followed by Florida.
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“Hidden economies are economic information about businesses for downtown, and existing, leaving a $48,000 gap in

In his research, Millar found 13 percent of US students used the information to

“We feel our country is in pend or canceled license. Austin Schofield, 24, North Liberty, was charged Monday with driving with a suspended or canceled license. Austin Schofield, 24, North Liberty, was charged Monday with driving with a suspended or canceled license.
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Linda Fear, 51, 1225 Ellet St., was charged Tuesday with two counts of third-degree theft
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District may use reserve $$

The School Board previously discussed using the reserve fund in April.

BY MARY KATE KNORR

Members of the Iowa City School District are urging school officials to dip into reserve funds in order to hire more teachers.

School Board members voted unanimously to grow Superintendent Tom Yates said the board needs to consider hiring more teachers.

“An overcrowded environment is a dangerous place,” he said. “I hope it doesn’t happen, but it very well could, and then we are in an interesting situation.”

Board member Patti Fields said dipping into reserve funds could prove to be an irresponsible decision, because the district would have to compensate for the withdrawal of fiscal year.

“We’re similar to paying a credit-card bill with another credit card,” Fields said. “We are not having any kind of planning for expense reduction, but now we’re going to spend authority we don’t even have. I have grave concerns for what this means.”

Yates contended that the funds should not be used to hire substitute teachers because many are often new in the profession. Their lack of experience, especially in overcrowded classrooms, would not help students, he said.

“If you are going to hire substitute teachers, do this carefully and make careful selections,” he said. “We can support this, this year, but this is the result of poor planning. We should have seen this coming.”

UI SG narrows U-Bill plan

Eight UI students attended UISG’s U-Bill focus groups and said they preferred the current billing system.

For more news visit www.dailyiowan.com

By KRISTEN EAST

University of Iowa Student Government leaders plan to expand the UI’s U-Bill charging capabilities next spring.

The need for change follows a series of panel discussions and focus groups in which UISG student leaders learned they would not be able to expand the U-Bill’s functions to off-campus locations. They have also decided not to change the U-Bill from a credit system to a debit system.

“Our original plan was to expand the U-Bill to off-campus locations, but we found it’s not possible for a university to do that,” UISG Vice President Brittany Caplin said. “It would make the university a bank. There are a lot of legal issues involved.”

Instead, UISG will look to expand off-campus functions, including U-Bill charging for parking ramps. Campus Parking, Board events, SCOPE courses, student organization fees, and medical expenses.

Earlier this fall, UISG leaders planned to expand the U-Bill’s charging capabilities on and off campus. The plan included making the switch from the current credit billing system to one that is debit.

UISG student focus groups in late October, and the results showed that students liked the current credit billing system and didn’t want to see any changes.

“A lot of students relied on credit to get them through the month. They’re able to U-Bill and charge different things when they need money,” Caplin said, and the UI is one of three national universities using a credit billing system.

The UI students who participated — seven undergraduates and one graduate student — said they wanted the ability to charge parking and other university-affiliated costs to their U-Bill.

Caplin said UISG leaders will meet with David Ricketts, the director of UI Parking Transportation, on Thursday to discuss implementing new equipment in on-campus parking ramps.

Ricketts said he couldn’t estimate how much each equipment would cost, but the department will try to incorporate the project into its Parking Across Revenue equipment proposal early next year.

“We are considering [UISG’s proposal], and we hope to have it included,” he said. Parking & Transportation hopes to replace its equipment and cash register facility over the next several years, he said.

UISG members can expect to know if the plan to implement U-Bill accessibility in parking ramps is feasible by “no later than next summer,” Ricketts said.

UISG student leaders have decided not to change the U-Bill from a credit system to a debit system.

“Parents and teachers have requested the district hire more teachers to offset overcrowding,” a result of this year’s high school enrollment.

Gary Sanders, a substitute teacher in the district, said the decision to employ more teachers is crucial to the well-being of students.

“I see teachers in Iowa City putting in an incredible amount of time and effort to be excellent teachers, but we can’t do our best teaching when we have 28 kids in kindergarten and 35 kids in third- and fourth-grade classes,” Sanders said. “We desperately need more teachers.”

The Iowa City Education Association President Tom Yates said he agrees the overcrowding problem must be addressed, but the solution needs to be carefully considered.

“The Iowa City Education Association is in favor of an effective and well-thought solution, but we are not in favor of taking the to
Opinions

Editorial

GPA requirement for teachers laudable, but needs amending

The mandatory grade-point average required for prospective teachers to enter Iowa’s 32 preparation schools, whether one of the many new ones, is not a new idea. Instead, the GPA requirement is merely a step forward in the series of small but necessary changes to our education system that we have seen in recent years. It is a laudable step, but it needs to be supplemented with other measures to ensure that future teachers are not only highly qualified, but also well-rounded individuals.

First of all, studies have confirmed GPA’s minimal effect on the quality of teaching. In too many cases, this measure of academic achievement is not an accurate reflection of a student’s knowledge or skill. Instead, it is often a measure of the student’s socioeconomic status, which is a factor that is not under our control.

This is not to say that GPA should be disregarded completely. It can still serve as a useful tool in identifying students who are most likely to succeed in college. However, the GPA requirement should be used in conjunction with other measures, such as standardized test scores, recommendations from teachers, and interviews with applicants.

In this regard, the University of Iowa requires prospective teachers to have a minimum GPA of 3.0 or higher before entering its preparation programs. This requirement will keep many great future teachers from practicing in the state of Iowa. The state Education Association is urging the University of Iowa to reconsider this requirement, which is not necessary for teachers who have already earned a bachelor’s degree.

In another point, the requirement for teachers to have a minimum GPA of 3.0 or higher before entering its preparation programs, will keep many great future teachers from practicing in the state of Iowa. This requirement is not necessary for teachers who have already earned a bachelor’s degree.

So here’s my endorsement:

Your turn.

Soram Kim

UI Student Government: Our mid-year update

More than halfway through our term in office, there is still much work to be done. In our 2011 campaign, we outlined our campaign agenda, which included goals such as increasing awareness of UI’s Office of Sustainability, facilitating discussions about biodiesel, and improving UI’s accessibility for students with disabilities.

In our first few months in office, we have worked diligently to accomplish these goals, and we have made progress towards accomplishing them.

In some instances, we have encountered challenges. For example, the Academic Senate and the Office of Sustainability have been slow to respond to our proposals. However, we remain committed to working towards these goals.

With this mid-year update, we hope to provide a progress report on our work thus far, and to outline our plans for the remainder of our term in office.

In the area of sustainability, we have worked closely with the Office of Sustainability to promote awareness of the importance of sustainability and to encourage students to take action.

In the area of accessibility, we have worked with the Office of Disability Services to increase awareness of UI’s accessibility for students with disabilities, and to provide resources and support to these students.

In the area of biodiesel, we have worked with the Office of Sustainability and the UI Student Government to promote the use of biodiesel and to explore the potential for UI to become a leader in the use of alternative fuels.

We are proud of the progress we have made thus far, and we remain committed to achieving our goals for the remainder of our term in office.

We encourage you to follow our progress through our website, and to provide us with feedback and suggestions for improving our work.
Snow-Emergency Parking

In the event of a snow emergency, the city offers priority parking on city streets while freeing parking lots near UI campuses.

- Melissa parking spaces on Dubuque Street, Capital Street
- North Liberty parking on Cherry Ave. and North Liberty
- Oly parking lot on Iowa Ave.

Stevenson said the city offers priority parking for those whose residential or business parking is threatened during the snow emergency.

The weather worsens but will continue to run their vehicles even if they are stranded, Stevenson said.

Some residents do move their cars, they risk getting a $50 ticket as well as paying a towing fee. The grand total for not moving one’s car during a snow emergency is $200.

Stevenson said the city provides some parking spots for those whose residential or business parking is threatened during the snow emergency.

- Melissa parking lots on Dubuque Street,
- University Street,
- North Liberty

Stevenson said the city offers priority parking for those whose residential or business parking is threatened during the snow emergency.

The weather worsens but will continue to run their vehicles even if they are stranded, Stevenson said.

Some residents do move their cars, they risk getting a $50 ticket as well as paying a towing fee. The grand total for not moving one’s car during a snow emergency is $200.

Stevenson said the city offers priority parking for those whose residential or business parking is threatened during the snow emergency.

- Melissa parking lots on Dubuque Street,
- University Street,
- North Liberty

The weather worsens but will continue to run their vehicles even if they are stranded, Stevenson said.

Some residents do move their cars, they risk getting a $50 ticket as well as paying a towing fee. The grand total for not moving one’s car during a snow emergency is $200.
By JORDYN REILAND

Downtown business owners have organized a petition to have a $2 tax from downtown business owners shift to a $2 tax for downtown businesses owners downtown.

“The levy — which will do nothing for us,” Murphy, owner of TCB, 114 E. College St. “We’re going to have to come up with another $3,200 a year.” Murphy, owner of TCB, 114 E. College St. “We’re going to have to come up with another $3,200 a year.”

Despite the concerns, Rice said the CV will be ready by July 1. “I think everyone can get information to legislators and students,” he said. “It’s helpful to know exactly what we do and what we do is going to happen in a prison.”

Rep. Chris Rimes, R-Romeoville, said the information is beneficial for both legislators and students. “It’s helpful to know exactly what you do and what you do is going to happen in a prison.”

Downtown businesses will have an online CV, which will provide the CV software, and UI Information Technology Services officials.

The electronic curriculum vitae database will serve as a central database for information on faculty and staff. Researchers and officials said they hope to use the database when presenting information on the university.

But many Faculty Senate members expressed concern over the database. Jane Pendergast said she was concerned that the information would not be specific enough describing the varied fields of study among faculty. If the information isn’t specific enough, she said, some faculty might create separate CVs.

“If (faculty) feel they need to do it at a level, one is going to be specific and one is going to be 60 percent,” she said. Other members said they were worried about the security of the information.

However, Rice said he discussed the contract and user interface with the Digital Measures, which will provide the CV software, and UI Information Technology Services officials.

“People walk through slush on the Pedestrian Mall on Tuesday. (The Daily Iowan/Jacklyn Couppee)
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Romney might change above-the-fray slant

**By CHARLES BABINGTON**

WASHINGTON — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney responded Tuesday to complaints that he is shunning himself from media scrutiny, agreeing to more in-depth interviews and holding his third major press availability in four days.

The former Massachusetts governor continued to favor the conservative-friendly Fox News Channel, which his campaign seemed eager to avoid. Last Monday, the much-disabled “Fox News Sunday” host asked whether Romney is neutral in the current race, and why Mitt Romney has done relatively few interviews.

But in the wake of Romney’s prickly responses in a Nov. 29 televised interview, there were wider agreements that he needs to show he can handle tough questions from political reporters.

“His lack of engagement strategy has served Romney pretty well,” said Rich Galen, a GOP strategist who is neutral in the current race, and said in an interview Tuesday before Romney signaled his more open posture.

“Now, I think they’ve got to alter course and get him out there more.”

Numerous Romney supporters had expressed concerns over reports of him dodging reporters.

“It remains a mystery why Mitt Romney has done relatively few interviews,” said Jennifer Rubin, a conservative blogger for the Washington Post who often praises Romney, wrote on Monday. The much-delayed Nov. 29 Fox interview, she said, might have gone better “had it been one of dozens of TV interviews he’s been given during the campaign… He’s been the least-interviewed candidate in the race.”

In that 15-minute exchange with Fox News’ Bret Baier, Romney bristled at questions about his changed views on abortion, climate change, immigration, and gay rights, all of which are widely discussed in political circles.

---

**County’s jail alternatives extensive**

Officials plan to continue programs if a new justice center is approved in order to save the county money.

**By AUDREY ROEN**

Some Iowa counties have similar jail-alternative programs to Johnson County; however, they tend to pay less for their programs than Johnson County does.

County officials say the current number of inmates is the main cause of the higher cost, which the county hopes to solve with a new justice center. County residents will vote on a bond referendum in November 2012.

Johnson County Sheriff Lonny Pulkrabek and other county officials agree current programs are essential for the Mid-Eastern Council for Chemical Abuse, the Health Division program, and the work-release program — which costs the county $169,000 annually — are good investments.

“Having the responsibility for 170 to 200 inmates with a jail originally designed for 60 is what is taxing the county,” Pulkrabek said. “Jail alternatives are just smart programs to have in place when operating a jail.”

He noted that Lonny Pulkrabek and Brian Gardiner said their county is not focused on having the responsibility for 170 to 200 inmates with a jail originally designed for 60 is what is taxing the county, Pulkrabek said. “Jail alternatives are just smart programs to have in place when operating a jail.”
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Numerous Romney supporters had expressed concerns over reports of him dodging reporters.

“It remains a mystery why Mitt Romney has done relatively few interviews,” said Jennifer Rubin, a conservative blogger for the Washington Post who often praises Romney, wrote on Monday. The much-delayed Nov. 29 Fox interview, she said, might have gone better “had it been one of dozens of TV interviews he’s been given during the campaign… He’s been the least-interviewed candidate in the race.”

In that 15-minute exchange with Fox News’ Bret Baier, Romney bristled at questions about his changed views on abortion, climate change, immigration, and gay rights, all of which are widely discussed in political circles.

---

**The American Beauty Project**

featuring Jim Lauderdale, Olabaleba, Catherine Russell & David Mansfield
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Riverside Casino & Golf Resort, Event Center

---

**A HAMLET**

by WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

directed by CAROL MACVEY

December 1-2, 5-6, 8-9 & 10 at 8:00PM December 4 at 2:00PM

David Thayer Theatre, IU Theatre Building

UI Students only $5 (with valid ID) Tickets Call 317-336-2500 or 1-800-HANCHER and access codes: 319105-1168

---
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GORDON started at the 149-pound weight class for the match as he could put in the necessary training to prepare for the second period. The 2010 Olympian continues to excel in the pool, and he has improved his times nearly every time he gets in the water.

Iowa head coach Fran McCaffrey reacts to being ejected from Iowa’s game against Northern Iowa at the McLeod Center in Cedar Falls on Tuesday. The second-year head coach sat leaning back in his chair beside him as he was peppered with questions about a five-minute stretch in the second half that produced four technical fouls on the Hawkeyes (5-4) — two of which were called on McCaffery.

**By BEN ROSS**

The Hawkeyes (5-4) — two of which were called on McCaffery — and the Iowa State Cyclones (5-3) have to travel to Hilton Coliseum for today’s game with Iowa State. The arena is famous for a home-court advantage where the home court has held in both basketball teams have been pretty easy to predict.

The last time the teams met was two years ago Iowa State won, 66-46, in Ames. That was a big game for Iowa State, a place where we haven’t been successful in the past, said Bluder. We know it’s an event where the home court has held in recent years.

“Iowa State is coming off a loss to Michigan — somebody in the Big Ten, somebody that we know pretty well. I think that will give our players a little bit of confidence,” junior guard Jaime Printy, one of 10 native Iowans on the combined rosters, admitted she wasn’t too eager to remember her time in Ames.

“I don’t remember it being very pretty.”

Mcdonough seeks rematch

Iowa wrestler Matt McDonough seeks a rematch with Illinois’ Jesse Delgado “more than anything.”

McDonough received a fifth place finish at the NCAA redshirt freshman Jesse Delgado’s hand in 123-pound bout. McDonough said he couldn’t remember ever wrestling that late in a dual meet before, but he didn’t think that was a factor in the match.

“Iowa’s 25-pounder said he was working on putting that loss behind him.

“You have to put it away right away,” he said. “You never like it, you’re never happy about it. It always bothers me when I think about it. But it’s already on to the next day. ‘You never like it, you never want to talk about anything.’”

Mcdonough lost in overtime, 11-7, after building a 6-2 lead in the second period. The 2010 NCAA and 2011 runner-up said he simply wasn’t prepared for the match as he could have been.

Jesse Delgado won with a takedown and he drew six fouls on Iowa’s 20-point loss to Illinois.

SEE, 2B

Iowa’s Paul Gordon prepares to dive from the blocks at the start of the men’s 100 butterfly during the Hawkeye Invitational on Dec. 4, 2010, in the Campus Recreation & Wellness Center. Gordon, now a senior, is an All-American and holds several school records.

SEE MEN’S BASKETBALL, 2B

Iowa Hawkeye Arena last season. The Arena has been 20-point victories for the home team.

Iowa won, 62-40, at Carver-Hawkeye Arena last season. The Arena has been 20-point victories for the home team.
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Iowa’s Paul Gordon prepares to dive from the blocks at the start of the men’s 100 butterfly during the Hawkeye Invitational on Dec. 4, 2010, in the Campus Recreation & Wellness Center. Gordon, now a senior, is an All-American and holds several school records.

SEE MEN’S BASKETBALL, 2B

Paul Gordon continues to excel in the pool, and he has improved his times nearly every time he gets in the water.

The quest to earn a Division I scholarship isn’t an easy task for most high-school athletes — and it only gets harder for an athlete when high schools don’t offer the sport in which he excels.

But Hawkeye swimmer Paul Gordon is a testament to the idea that one can earn a scholarship with hard work and excellent performance.

The senior freestyler said he was recruited by a few Big Ten schools at the beginning of his college-selection process, but it was tough to gain national attention because swimming wasn’t offered at his high-school in his hometown of Sioux Falls, S.D.

That all changed after Gordon started impressing his times, and more offers came in once he started competing on the U.S. Junior National Team. But in the end, he decided to stay loyal to the team that had recruited him from the beginning: Iowa.

“I made the decision that I wanted to stick with the school that contacted me the earliest,” he said. “I posted an Olympic Trials time while I was being recruited — and I started being recruited by a lot more schools. I liked all the schools I visited, but eventually it was Iowa that I liked the most.”

He said the engineering program and a surprise visit from someone on his campus tour may have sparked his interest in taking his talents to Iowa City.

“I really liked the engineering program; I got excited about taking classes!” when he started, the electrical and computer engineering major said. “I ran
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Paul Gordon continues to excel in the pool, and he has improved his times nearly every time he gets in the water.

The quest to earn a Division I scholarship isn’t an easy task for most high-school athletes — and it only gets harder for an athlete when high schools don’t offer the sport in which he excels.

But Hawkeye swimmer Paul Gordon is a testament to the idea that one can earn a scholarship with hard work and excellent performance.

The senior freestyler said he was recruited by a few Big Ten schools at the beginning of his college-selection process, but it was tough to gain national attention because swimming wasn’t offered at his high-school in his hometown of Sioux Falls, S.D.

That all changed after Gordon started impressing his times, and more offers came in once he started competing on the U.S. Junior National Team. But in the end, he decided to stay loyal to the team that had recruited him from the beginning: Iowa.

“I made the decision that I wanted to stick with the school that contacted me the earliest,” he said. “I posted an Olympic Trials time while I was being recruited — and I started being recruited by a lot more schools. I liked all the schools I visited, but eventually it was Iowa that I liked the most.”

He said the engineering program and a surprise visit from someone on his campus tour may have sparked his interest in taking his talents to Iowa City.

“I really liked the engineering program; I got excited about taking classes!” when he started, the electrical and computer engineering major said. “I ran
MEN’S BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM 1B
off the run. The Panthers made all seven of their free throws to complete an 18-0 run that sealed the game. North Iowa became the first school in the MVC conference to record a 1-0 mark on the season.

The Hawkeye men’s basketball team will now travel to Ames to take on Iowa State on Tuesday, Jan. 31.

HAWKEYE SPORTS
CONTINUED FROM 1B

WRESTLING
CONTINUED FROM 1B
Evans responded to the calls from his teammates, and
the Hawkeyes made 20 more
freebies than the Panthers. While
Iowa only made 3-of-9.

Hawkeye lecturer and
magician Doug Schwab was a
key component to a win over No. 3 B.J. Evans in the 197-pound class.

HAWKEYE SPORTS
CONTINUED FROM 1B

Hawkeye academic advisor
and wrestling coach Nathan Mundt, for exam-
ple, said Gordon is one of the team’s most reliable swimmers when it comes to winning events.

“Park is not versatile,” Mundt said. “He
loses a lot of upcoming races. He wins a lot of 
pros. He’s got a lot of potential. He can win by 
looting and has improved by leaps and bounds. He has
become a man since being shipped off to
Iowa City.

Perhaps Gordon’s greatest
feat was earning All-American
honors for his efforts, which
resulted in the first place free
relay at the NCAA meet in March. He
played in Gordon’s high school’s orchestra, and his
collection of instruments includes a
bass and acoustic and
guitar — all of which
get used “pretty regularly.”

He still doesn’t get to play music, but he
would point out the
to music he has
made since he
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HELP WANTED

Reach For Your Potential

776 W 1st Ave, Suite B, Iowa City, IA 52240

Are you looking for a job that will work with your school schedule? Reach For Your Potential is looking for students in the fields of Marketing, Finance, and a fun working environment. Earn $20/week or more!

Call: (319)339-0040 or (319)339-0080

Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED

Decision Support & Budget Specialist

Mercy Hospital Iowa City is seeking an experienced Budget Analyst to advise on financial matters for the hospital. This position offers the opportunity for advancement within the organization and assistance to adults with disabilities. Please apply directly to the position you wish to apply in.

Applications will be received by December 7, 2011. www.reachforyourpotential.org

HELP WANTED

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. is currently accepting resumes for Intern positions within our IS Department.

Software Support Intern - Providing first line software support for internally developed software, development support issues with IDT software and developing solutions, and participating in other departmental projects. Becoming familiar with software development and support in a high school/college or equivalent, preferably completed or in progress at a technical college. Two years of programming related coursework, coursework in programming or computer science preferred; familiarity with UNIX/Linux, Windows experience in the help desk area of IDT and the ability to work 10-25 hours per week.

Enterprise Applications Intern - Providing support for internally developed software which includes testing of applications, software coding, design planning and overseeing of all phases of an IT project. Fielding issues from IT employees around usage of Oracle or equivalent database and business applications such as ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning). SQL (Structured Query Language) skills, Oracle GoldenGate, UAT (User Acceptance Testing), and SQL. Strong understanding of programming and business logic. Bachelors degree preferred but not required. Experience in software development and support in a high school/college or equivalent, preferably completed or in progress at a technical college. Familiarity with Unix/Linux, Windows or equivalent operating systems. Knowledge of database design, MS Office and spreadsheets. An ability to work 10-25 hours per week.

QUALIFICATIONS:
- Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in computer science or related field.
- One year of experience in a software development or support environment.
- Strong analytical skills and ability to multitask.
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
- Ability to work independently and in a team environment.
- Experience in programming languages such as Java, C++, or Python.
- Experience with SQL and database design.
- Experience with version control systems such as Git or SVN.
- Experience with cloud computing platforms such as AWS or Azure.

APPLICATIONS:
- Submit a resume and cover letter to: IDT@IDT.com
- Include the position you are applying for and your availability.

ADPTION

A child is available for adoption by a married couple. The child is one year old, approximately 9 lbs. and 22 inches tall. The child was born in Iowa. The parents were unable to parent due to circumstances beyond their control. They hope to find a loving family who can provide the child with a loving home. The family seeks a "special needs" placement. The adoptive parents are open to a "special needs" placement and are interested in learning about the details of the situation.

For more information and to apply, visit your website at https://www.adoption.com and search for "Iowa".

LOST & FOUND

An 8 month old cat was lost in the area of the Iowa River near the 2nd Street Bridge. If you have any information or see this cat, please call (319)430-2589.

WANTED

FOR RENT

1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom units - Multiple locations in the downtown area

Email or call for further information 319-621-5000 or sfitterman@msn.com
Visit our web site or Facebook page for pictures and locations!

REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS

Ten-acre Country Retreat
3-bedroom home plus 3-car Garage

10.4 acres with a pond, creek, and meadow. This home is currently a thriving bed and breakfast.?

Call Mary or Dick Davis 319-331-3350 or 319-964-1411

MOVING ITEMS

For Cars, Trucks 30 days. . . . . . . . . . . . $4.08/word

Cartons, suitcases, oil tanks, furniture, computers, lamps, pictures, etc. For photos:

319-338-6888

5x10, 10x20, 10x40, 10x60, 10x80

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Wednesday, December 7, 2011 - Classifieds
Random Thoughts:

Why do we feel like we have a head start? Or Frodo Baggins? Before you even hit the books, half of the fun is already over. This writer’s main goal for the rest of the semester is to compete in a single game: Frankly, all my group needs is a little Push Pin Start. But, hey, that was true even the first month.

Why don’t the students who aren’t studying study? Better yet, don’t they care about their grades? These are the things that keep me on my toes, people.

I am one of the people in ugly sweaters, and I want to compete in a single game: Frankly, all my group needs is a little Push Pin Start. But, hey, that was true even the first month.

Why does the music always sound so segregated in video games? I see games through a prism; I know companies pick their own teams and superfans. These are the questions that matter, in my opinion.

...just kind of take it all for granted, you know.

All of my conversations with friends is of the form “I’m just going to do it.”

...but I really don’t do anything in advance ever. I just know that I will do it when I need to do it. I don’t have the time to plan.

...but I really don’t do anything in advance ever. I just know that I will do it when I need to do it. I don’t have the time to plan.

...but I really don’t do anything in advance ever. I just know that I will do it when I need to do it. I don’t have the time to plan.

Parents and Toddler Fitness (1920), 7 p.m., Bijou Theatre

"Lessons Learned in Cuba: Integrating Traditional Wisdom with Modern Pedagogies," Ma Bea, good that about: “My golf handicap and being voracious in the sport: except really would lead to a chipmunk.
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